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PROTE C T ING Y O U R

Valuable Assets
Cost Savings
Along with savings generated through reduced theft and the
protection of staff and property, our security offerings work
seamlessly with many third-party systems. You can migrate from
analogue to digital systems or integrate disparate systems but
still keep costs down by not having to invest in all new hardware.
And because a streamlined process makes it easy to centralise
your operations as you assimilate new companies during a
merger or acquisition, you’ll make the most of your investments.

Compliance
Organisations can spend hundreds of hours responding to
auditor requests to prove compliance to Sarbanes-Oxley,
Gramm Leach Bliley and other financial regulations. Honeywell
has an identity management system that manages and
Your job is to account for every transaction, control who has
access to data, and protect your staff, customers and facilities
at the same time. Our trusted experience, combined with
the quality and reliability of our integrated security systems,
allows our customers to meet their existing and emerging
security challenges. From enterprise access control to video

authenticates user credentials. It integrates badging and card
production with security management systems such as our
Pro-Watch platform and it offers complete compliance with
FIPS 201 and HSPD-12 requirements. Together, these security
solutions help you coordinate security efforts, create reports
efficiently and mine data.

surveillance to intruder detection, we design our products
using feedback from customers so enhancements and

Security

functionality are driven by your needs. Honeywell creates

Security is more than protection against theft and violence —

value for your organisation in four ways:

it is required to do business. Your customers trust you to

Productivity

protect their money and investments. Your employees trust
you to provide a safe working environment. And you can trust

Honeywell’s enterprise-wide security management systems

Honeywell to deliver a complete security system that easily

provide central command and control of access to your

migrates and integrates disparate systems — whether they are

facilities. This saves you time and money by using

access control, video surveillance, intrusion protection, fire

technology to automate processes such as access control,

protection, or intelligent video analytics.

visitor management and intrusion. In addition, your intrusion
system can be professionally monitored 24/7 by an alarm
receiving centre allowing your resource to be deployed
elsewhere. By giving you maximum control over users, we
ensure that your people, assets and facilities can continue to
operate at full capacity.

Finance/Banking Security Solutions

®

• Pro-Watch Security
Management with Video
Monitoring & Audit Trails

®

• SmartPlus : Physical/Logical Convergence
• Single Sign On

• Rooftop Camera Surveillance
• Video Analytics
• Digital Video Recording
• IP Network Video Recording
• Digital Video Manager

• Seismic Sensors
(Vaults and Safes)

• 24/7 Emergency Alarms
• Intruder Detection
• Remote Intrusion Monitoring

• Intruder Detection
• Remote Intrusion
Monitoring

• PTZ Domes
• Video Analytics

®

• Pro-Watch Security
Management System
• Biometric & Smart Card Readers
• LobbyWorks Visitor Management
™

• Seismic Sensors
(ATM Interfaces)
• 24/7 Digital Video Surveillance

• Integrated Data Management
(ATM Interfaces)
• Video Monitoring
(Local or Remote)

C U S TOMI S A B LE S OL U T ION S
From video surveillance to sophisticated security management systems, Honeywell has the security solutions that financial
facilities need. Whether you have a bank vault or offices of computers with privileged information, you can count on Honeywell.

Access Control &
Visitor Management

Logical Integration

Intrusion Detection

Video Surveillance
& Analytics

Case Study
Client: Nomura
Situation: Headquartered in Tokyo, Nomura is a top tier international bank
providing investment and merchant banking services to corporate and
institutional customers. It is imperative that Nomura has a secure and easy to
use access control system with a global footprint. One that is flexible enough
to manage the access control demands at any Nomura office location from a
single point whilst maintaining local operational autonomy.
In London, Nomura's building in Angel Lane contains a large number of
personnel, all requiring varying levels of access control authority, some to
strictly controlled, authorised areas. The access control system must operate
24/7 to accommodate varying shift patterns and provide customised reports
with multiple criteria. The system would need to store up to 4000 card
holders, including staff, authorised contractors and visitors.
In addition, the solution needed to enable Nomura to separate and isolate
people who make investment decisions from people who are privy to
undisclosed material information which may influence those decisions.
These `chinese walls' are a Financial Services Authority (FSA) regulation to
safeguard insider information and ensure no improper trading occurs.
Results: A Honeywell Pro-Watch® security management system (Enterprise
Edition) was specified by Nomura.
The Pro-Watch solution would run on the bank’s own network via a single
database and enable Nomura to centrally control access to an unlimited
amount of doors and areas across not just the Angel Lane site, but also every
other Nomura office in the world including its remote data centres.
It consists of one enterprise server that provides global management of a
number of independent regional servers. The enterprise server acts as
central storage area for system configurations and stores cardholder
information and transaction history. The regional servers function
independently as local databases while sharing information with the
enterprise server.

“

The Honeywell Pro-Watch solution is fantastic! It’s a robust, resilient

and flexible security management system capable of integration. Integrating
it with our own PeopleSoft® human resource system and intranet saves us
significant administrative time by eliminating repetitive data entry associated
with managing and aligning cardholder information and access rights.

”

Andy Williams, Head of Security (Europe, Middle East and Africa)
Nomura
For more information about this case study; please visit www.honeywellintegrated.eu or email: securityuk@honeywell.com
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